
QUESTIONS:

JOHN 5:16-29

This section of the gospel of John is a deep dive into Jesus' mission, view of himself and
relationship to the Father. The doctrine of the Trinity is one of the more difficult Christian
doctrines to understand and apply, but it is very important to our understanding of God.

1. Why is Jesus so dependent on the Father (vs.19)? Didn't vs. 18 suggest that he is equal to the father?
We are jumping right into the deep end here! Equality in terms of "God-ness" does not mean uniformity
of role. The Son chooses to submit to the Father and in the unknowable internal functioning of the
Trinity, this is the way they had determined it to be. There is no hierarchy in the Trinity, but there is
differentiation of role and function.
 
2. With this (Question 1) in mind, what does this passage show us about what the Father does and what
the Son does? List the roles for each. 
Father - loves the Son, shows the Son what he is doing, raises the dead, given judgement to the Son,
sends the Son, has life in himself
Son - does what he sees the Father do, gives life, judges, is sent by the Father, raises everyone to
life/judgement
 
3. Who has the more important role? God or Jesus? Why is it important to understand how the Trinity
functions?
Trick question, neither.
The working of the Trinity doesn't appear to be pragmatically helpful, but first, it helps us to understand
the God we worship. We are not to be people of ignorance who only worship our idea of God instead
of the actual God. Second, it makes sense of Jesus ministry, his words and actions. Third, the Trinity
teaches us about human relationships, mutual love, differentiation in roles, etc.
 
4. What does it mean that "the Son gives life to whom he will?" (vs.21) How do we balance that with vs.
24, "whoever hears my word and believes him who sent me has eternal life?"
On one hand, this is an affirmation of the sovereignty and power of God. He can save and make alive
whoever he wants. However, from a human perspective (and from a church/ministry perspective), we
don't know whom the Son has chosen, so we put the word/Jesus in front of everyone to see who
believes it.
 
5. What does it mean to honour the Son as we honour the Father (vs. 23)?
It means that treating Jesus as something less than the Father is not acceptable. Religions or people
that refuse Jesus his status as God are not obeying this verse. Even though Muslims and Jews think he
was a good prophet, that is not enough.
 
6. What other questions did you have about this passage?

INTRODUCTION:

CONCLUSION:

The Christian view of God is unique. Nowhere else do we find this idea of the Trinity, one God,
three persons existing in perfect love, unity and relationship even when performing different
roles. And to think that this God sends himself to bring us back from the dead and into
relationship with him is amazing!


